COMMUNIQUÉ

Appointment of Mr Yuvraj Thacoor as liquidator of Lancelot Global PCC, The Four Elements PCC and Two Seasons PCC.

The Financial Services Commission, Mauritius (the “FSC”) refers to its Communiqué dated 08 June 2016 wherein the public was informed of the directions issued to Lancelot Global PCC (‘Lancelot’), The Four Elements PCC (‘Four Elements’) and Two Seasons PCC (‘Two Seasons’) (together the ‘entities’) to initiate the necessary actions for the orderly dissolution of their businesses and the discharge of their liabilities in accordance with the Insolvency Act 2009.

The public is hereby informed that Mr Yuvraj Thacoor has been appointed Liquidator of the entities on 18 August 2016.

For any information, please contact Mr Treeyam Ramlallah on +230 208 7100 or +230 5 915 4723 or Telefax: +230 210 3812 or email: treeyam.r@gmail.com.

All Correspondences should be addressed to:
Mr. Yuvraj Thacoor
c/o Treeyam Ramlallah
Level 2 Hennessy Court
Pope Hennessy & Suffren Streets
Port Louis
Mauritius

Financial Services Commission, Mauritius
29 August 2016